
Creating)Outstanding)Images)from)Your)Lifestyle)
Shoots:

Its All In The Detail



From Concept to Image

What is a Concept? 

A plan or original idea

A unifying idea or theme

It is the ‘glue’ that holds a shoot together –
giving it direction to achieve a clearly defined end result  



Commercial Shoots Have Concepts…
Led by: Client; Art Director; Photographer; Team

LOCATION
Caroline Chapel, Peckham, London

CLIENT / PRODUCT
Scarves (Anum)

PROPS

PEOPLE / MODELS

WARDROBE HAIR & MAKE-UP





Client: Little Bou Trading





So What About Lifestyle 
Portrait Shoots? 

A carefully planned concept 
for a lifestyle portrait shoot, 
followed through by attention 
to the styling, will result in a 
much stronger collection of 
photographs and ultimately 
bigger sales & more profit.



Finding Inspiration

A half-baked idea is okay as long as it's in the oven. ~Author unknown   
Ideas often need time time to develop.

You have to have an idea of what you are going to do, but it should be a vague idea. ~Pablo Picasso 
Freedom to allow ideas to change & develop (evolve).

The way to get good ideas is to get lots of ideas, and throw the bad ones away. ~Linus Pauling 
Keep notebook of ideas – not every idea will result in a project

Money never starts an idea. It is always the idea that starts the money. ~Owen Laughlin 
Creating an image to specifically make money / win a competition rarely works.  The most successful 
images usually result from a desire to create.

Everyone who's ever taken a shower has an idea. It's the person who gets out of the shower, dries off and 
does something about it who makes a difference. ~Nolan Bushnell
Ideas require action to fulfill their potential.

An original idea. That can't be too hard. The library must be full of them. ~Stephen Fry
It is said that  there is no such thing as an original idea, and if you hang around for one you will be waiting a long, 
long time.  However, only you are you, so even if an idea comes from elsewhere, because you are unique, you 
can bring your own vision to the idea and create something new & fresh.



Inspiration
keep up to date with current trends 

KIDS

Editorials & Online Mags
Milk

Papier Mache 

Vogue Bambini

Kid’s Wear

La Petite Mag

Babiekins Magazine

Pinterest - very useful follow people like ‘Kika Pagnot’ (Kids Stylist), 
create boards of your own with ideas and inspiration.  You can 
share these with clients too.



Editorials 
& Online Mags

Men
GQ

Esquire

Gentleman’s Magazine

Gentleman’s Journal

Fantastic Man

L’Officiel Hommes

Women

Harper’s Bazaar, Vogue, L’Officiel, W, Elle, Tank, 123



Trends in photography 
are always evolving, coming and going.
The following list is related to fashion and advertising related photography, 
But this will heavily influence a lot of other genres of portraiture including weddings, 
lifestyle portraiture, business portraits and glamour. 
To keep your photography current & up-to-date it is important to be aware of these trends for 2018.

Moody Lighting & Darker Mid-Tones
The fad of shooting in harsh light and creating rule-breaking shadows has been replaced with mixed lighting and
traditional lighting patterns. The light is being feathered and delicately envelops the subject.
The recent Dior campaign captured by Brigitte Lacombe is a prime example of moody lighting.
Her Instagram account makes for great study material.



Rosy, Peachy And Golden
Color grading is making a comeback and the toning is heavily 
influenced by the Winter 2017 
and Spring/Summer 2018 Pantone colors. 
There is obvious care and precision with the toning and the 
color palettes are reminiscent of paintings.

Mixed Media
Video continues to dominate and are being adopted by 
major brands, being paired with visually-impactful still 
images. 
The recent ad campaigns of major fashion houses 
such as Miu Miu this year made it very clear that mixing 
various forms of media is the way of the future.

Authenticity
Everyone wants to feel a sense of belonging, and ultimately want to see
someone that looks like them included in the ads they see. Any altering of the
body will be highly scrutinized and skin retouching will continue to be done
with a light handed approach. From the actual shoot down to the post
processing, less is more, or at least real is more. A lot of photoshoots are going
to be less ‘produced’, meaning bare minimum gear and even less retouched, if
at all, when it comes to post processing.



How It Works
turning inspiration into something that works for you

Inspired by a client’s beautiful home

Researched ideas – Vermeer (lighting, 
ambience), high tea (props, clothes etc)

Considered styling & details of the shoot 
with clothes; hair, accessories; props; 
models

Romsey Shoot – Portfolio



Researching my Ideas
Importance 

of a notebook 
or mood board



The End Result



How It Works
turning inspiration into something that works for you

Inspired by the models and a film I had watched.

Researched ideas – textures, landscape etc.

Considered styling & details of the shoot with clothes; 
hair, accessories; props

Birds of Paradise – Editorial 











First Question -
Who Are You Shooting?



Talk to Your Client 

Booking Form for basic information (include terms & conditions)

Find out what they liked about you work - which images stood 
out to them?

What are they hoping to achieve from the shoot?

Do they have a preference as to where the shoot will take place 
(be prepared to negotiate with them about this)

Family interests - could this help to develop a theme / concept



Where Will You 
Shoot?

Location - sometimes the location is the 
concept and the shoot is developed 
around this

Outside: Public Gardens; Countryside; Coastline; 
Skate Park; Urban

Inside: Studio, mobile studio, client’s home, other 
interior space 

Get ideas from your clients – an interest, vocation 
or favourite location might inspire a theme











Issues to consider when choosing 
a suitable location for a shoot

Lighting Conditions and Weather 
Restraints

Is the background part of the concept 
or simply as backdrop? 

Travel Distance 

Is permission required?

Crowds - photo bombing!

Is the location familiar - should you 
have a back-up plan e.g. portable 
studio



Using the clients home/garden - the advantages & 
disadvantages







Stylize The Lifestyle Shoot –
What to Wear?

Coordinate but don’t match. 
✤ Start out with a basic colour palette and go from 

there.  
✤ It can help to have one ‘star’ in the photos who 

carries a pattern in their outfit that the rest of the 
group’s clothing or accessories pulls from.  It 
tends to be easier to find the “centre stage” 
pieces in girls and women’s clothing, so I’ll often 
start with the females and then pull colours from 
their outfits to create a look for the boys and 
dads.

✤ Pick out a few colour ‘pops’ to coordinate 
between subjects when working with a palette of 
softer tones or neutrals.  

✤ Patterns are good – in moderation! Patterns can 
add visual interest and texture as well as a good 
dose of personality. Just make sure that either 
just one person is in a pattern with the rest of 
the subjects in simple, more solid colour pieces 
or the patterns are subtle and complementary.





Use Layers and Textures 
Layers and textures are beautiful and create 
interest in photos.  I absolutely love using 
multiple textures and layers, especially 
important when working with a colour 
palette a bit on the neutral or softer side 
(with a subtle colour pop here or there). 
When I say textures one of the ways to 
achieve this is with different clothing 
materials and accents – tweed, crochet and 
embroidery details, lace, hand knit items, 
smocking, ribbons, ruffles, etc. 
Also, having different layers of clothing and 
accessories can add another dimension to 
the overall texture of the image. These 
details and added depth are especially 
important in black and white images. 



Accessorize… and think outside the box

Scarves,)hats,)flowers)in)the)hair)for)girls,)jewellery,)sweaters,)vests,)
jackets,)etc.)– all)these)things)can)take)a)good)image)and)make)it)
great.)

Don’t)let)the)accessories)overwhelm)the)subject)or)the)photos)though
– for)lifestyle)portraits)I)want)the)viewer)to)notice)my)subject)and)
their)personality)first)…)the)accessories)and)clothing)should)just)
complement)them)– not)be)centre)stage.)

Choose)your)accent)colours)and)fill)in)outfits)with)those)punches)of)
colour)in)accessories)…)for)instance,)if)big)sister’s)patterned)dress)has)
tones)of)aqua,)coral)and)grey,)have)mum)wear)a)coral)scarf)and)little)
brother)in)an)aqua)pair)of)Converse.)Show)off)the)kids’)unique)
personality)with)accessories!

There)are)a)few)bonuses)to)using)accessories)well)E one)is)that)
changing)them)up)a)bit)throughout)the)session)can)give)you)multiple)
looks)without)having)to)do)many)wardrobe)changes.)

They)can)also)be)something)that)the)subjects)can)interact)with)…)a)
sassy)little)tip)of)the)hat,)holding)the)ends)of)a)scarf)while)running)and)
letting)it)billow)behind)you,)grabbing)the)lapels)of)a)husbands)jacket)
while)pulling)him)close)for)a)kiss)…)all)these)little)gestures)and)ways)to)
interact)(and)become)more)comfortable)in)front)of)the)camera))can)
be)made)possible)with)styling)choices.)



Shoes Matter
✤ NO)sport)trainers)…)unless)we’re)talking)about)some)funky)Converse)that)go)with)the)feel)of)the)session.)

✤ Slipping)on)a)pair)of)hip,)distressed)boots,)wellies)on)kids)or)some)colourful)ballet)flats)can)tie)everything)together)and)
complete)the)feel)of)the)session.)

✤ Think)about)coordinating)those)bright)and)colourful)shoes)with)other)accessories)and)clothing)in)the)photo)– not)
necessarily)on)the)subject)themselves,)but)rather)match)little)sister’s)bright)turquoise)shoes)to)the)sweater)or)scarf)her)
mama)is)wearing.)It)ties)everything)together)without)looking)too)‘matchEy)matchEy’.)

✤ Often)NO)shoes)looks)best,)especially)if)you’ll)be)sitting)or)in)poses)where)the)bottoms)of)shoes)can)be)seen)– that)never)
looks)pretty.)And)don’t)forget)some)funky)socks)to)add)another)splash)of)colour)or)personality)if)your)overall)look)of)the)
session)is)fun)and)bright.



A Few Things 
NOT to Do
• Avoid anything with logos, graphics, 

characters, labels, etc. 
• Don’t make everyone wear all the same 

colour … matching is boring and dated. 
Coordinate colours and looks, letting 
everyone have their own spin on the colour 
palette (and every person does not –
should not – have every colour used in the 
colour palette).

• While trying to stay current and 
fashionable, do avoid obvious trends that 
will become dated very quickly.

• Be sure to remove unwanted watches or 
jewellery.

• Bring your clients personality into the 
clothes. Let kids have a say in what they 
wear and be sure the parents are happy -
they are the ones that will be buying the 
photos!

• Don’t forget the feet!
• Avoid the colour black and white near the 

face.



Clothing Male (Ewan) – Change it Up



Clothing - Male (James)



Hair & Make-up

Children - Make suggestions, but let mum sort out the kids 
hair!  A little cream rouge applied sparingly with the parent’s 
permission can help pasty complexions.

Carry lip tint & balm - helps hide dry lips on everyone - kids, 
men and ladies alike.

Carry translucent powder (to reduce shine - saves time in post 
production)

Female Adults - generally can sort themselves out.  Keep an 
eye on hair stye throughout the shoot.  Long hair - encourage a 
change in look to vary the shots.  Also a change in lip colour.

Male Adults - check / tidy hair.  Don’t be afraid to powder 
shine (particularly on the head!).  Try to avoid shaving rash if 
possible by asking them not to shave on morning of shoot.

Make contacts with local make-up and hair artists - offer this 
service as an add-on for certain shoots, e.g. boudoir, female 
portraits, teen shoots.

Hair & make-up will 
always date an image, 

however good it is!





Props - do I 
need Them?
Absolutely - start collecting now!
Think about subtle props that blend with the vibe of the session as 
well, but keep them simple and meaningful. A handful of flowers that 
are a natural, neutral colour or that coordinate with colour pops in the 
subjects’ clothing … a vintage camera … a basket of apples … or the 
absolute best type of prop is something that is meaningful to the 
subject (grandpa’s vintage camera, their favourite cuddly toy or 
blanket, the family pet!). 

Vintage & antique markets and shops

Charity shops

Dedicated suppliers e.g.

www.clickprops.co.uk,  www.beautifulphotoprops.com,   thepropbox.co.uk,  

Become friends with a knitter if newborn is your thing!

Utilise clients stuff - ask them to bring items to shoots 
(particularly for kids - toys, jewellery etc)

Think on Your Feet - walls, benches, trees, flowers can all be 
used as props.



Using Props - Newborn & Babies





Using Props - Children







Even Pooches Can Use Props…



Using Props - Adults



Choosing Your Lighting 

You should by now have a 
strong idea of how you 
would like your image to 
look - you have the styling 
sussed, but you should also 
give due consideration to 
how you are going to 
capture your image.



Choice of Lighting 

Choice will depend on several factors:  

availability & budget; 

quality of available light; 

concept / mood of lighting required.



Using Ambient Light:  Natural

Soft Directional Light Strong Directional Light Back Light with reflector



Open Shade

Harsh Sunlight

What kind of lighting does each of these create – soft or hard?



Using Ambient Light to Create Mood









Ambient Light: Artificial





Flash Strobes





Continous Lighting





Mixed Lighting
Why Add other Light Source?

Shadows – fill or add



Create Drama



Fill-In Flash: On Camera Speedlight

Fill Unwanted Shadows
Cleaner Image

Catchlights





Balancing Colour Temperature 
(or not!)



You got the details right 
- now you just need the magic to happen…..











From Image to Profit

Post-Production Actions & Plug-Ins

Nik Alien Skin Greater Than Gatsby

Money never starts an idea. It is always the idea that starts the money ~ Owen Laughlin



Now For a  Few Tricks to Create Those 
Magical Moments….

Distinguishing Between Real People and Professional Models

Rapport with client and putting them at ease

Giving Direction When Necessary

Posing to Bring out Your Clients Best Features 
& Personality 

Being Prepared to be Silly with Kids



Create & Use Textures



Presenting Your Images - Adding the Wow Factor





Aim the Right 
Products to Your 
Customers

Wall Presentation Products

Digital Files

Bambini Books

Prints

Average Order in Excess of 
£1500.00



shoot for storytelling, include details



Include kids Artwork etc.



Thank You for Listening


